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SECTION 1:  BRIEF HISTORICAL DETAILS 
 
Between 1905 and 1926 the GWR built 649 tenders with a water capacity of 3500 gallons, all to basically the same design. They 
had a coal capacity of 7 tons, a wheelbase of 15 feet, and weighed 40t. 0c. full and 18t. 5c, empty, and were built under 45 lots 
as follows: 
 

Lot Numbers Dates  Lot Numbers Dates 

A65 1632-1641 6/05-10/05  A90 1921-1930 7/13-9/13 

A66 1642-1643 10/05  A91 1931-1940 5/14-6/14 

A67 1644-1653 3/06-4/06  A92 1941-1960 7/14-5/15 

A68 1654 5/06  A93 1961-1980 7/15-7/16 

A69 1655-1669 5/06-7/06  A94 1981-2000 6/16-12/16 

A70 1670-1684 7/06-9/06  A95 2001-2010 12/16-6/17 

A72 1695-1704 11/06-12/06  A96 2011-2030 6/17-11/17 

A73 1705-1724 12/06-1/07  A97 2031-2050 12/17-6/18 

A74 1725-1734 1/07-4/07  A98 2051-2070 3/19-8/19 

A75 1735-1754 6/07-10/07  A99 2071-2090 8/19-10/20 

A77 1756-1765 2/08  A100 2091-2118 7/18-3/19 

A78 1766-1785 4/08-8/08  A101 2119-2128 11/20-1/21 

A79 1786-1795 11/10-3/11  A102 2129-2156 11/20-4/21 

A80 1796-1800 4/11-6/11  A103 2157-2180 4/21-12/22 

A81 1801-1820 6/11-11/11  A104 2181 7/19 

A82 1821-1830 12/11-2/12  A106 2202-2221 3/23-12/23 

A83 1831-1840 2/11  A107 2230-2241 5/22-3/23 

A84 1841-1850 11/12  A108 2312-2346 4/21-1/22 

A85 1851-1870 7/12-11/13  A109 2366-2373 4/22-9/23 

A86 1871-1880 5/12-7/12  A110 2347-2361 12/21-4/22 

A87 1881-1900 11/13-4/14  A111 2222-2229/2362-2363 12/23-4/25 

A88 1901-1910 1/13-3/13  A112 2374-2383 7/25-1/26 

A89 1911-1920 3/13-7/13     
 
Except for Lot A112 these were Standard Churchward tenders and were attached to all Churchward*s standard tender engines 
and to engines of all the inside cylinder 4-4-0 classes. Later, Collett used them for his Castles, Halls, Granges and Manors and 
much later the 2251 class. 
 
The kit is based on Swindon drawings 72342 (8/24), 27459 (5/10) 
 
Great Western Engines (Vol. 2) by J.H.Russell contains many useful photographs and drawings to which I refer in the 
instructions. 
 
There were many modifications made to the basic design during the 21 years over which the tenders were in production and 
many more subsequent changes as they were rebuilt. 
 
The early Lots were similar to the contemporary 3000 gallon tenders. They had a small transverse vacuum tank, short coal 
plates, small toolboxes, short vents, the combined water filler/scoop fountain and a tall water level gauge. (Figs. 3, 4, 5 & 13) 
 
From about Lot A78 the hybrid water filler/scoop dome was introduced and from about Lot A82 tenders were built with small 
longitudinal vacuum tank, longer coal plates, larger toolboxes, larger vents, the hybrid water filler/scoop dome and a shorter 
water level gauge (Figs. 6, 7 & 14). 
 
Later the separate dome/filler was introduced (Fig 15). 
 
Subsequent modifications included: 
 

Swapping the vacuum and steam heating pipes to opposite sides on the rear buffer beam with a characteristic 
crossover of the pipes under the footplate at the rear. This may have been done at the same time as larger transverse 
vacuum tanks were fitted from the middle 1920's onward. (Figs 8 & 9) 
 
Rebuilding early tenders with long coal plates etc. 
 



Fitting deeper, flatter springs. 
 
From around Lot A.97 the tank rivets changed from flush to snap head. Subsequently earlier tenders, when they were 
fitted with replacement tanks, also had snap head rivets fitted. 
 
During the Collett era, the original twin brake hangers were replaced by a single cast hanger 

 
All of these variations/modifications are allowed for in the kit and before starting construction I urge you to identify, as far as 
possible, from photographs, all the features your model will have. 
 
Modifications/variations not possible include: 
 

Lot A112 - Intermediate tenders 
 
Further variations in spring and spring hanger arrangements, although an etch for the long spring hanger brackets are 
available separately. 
 
Tenders fitted with new frames to Collett's design. 

 
 SECTION 2:  CONSTRUCTING THE CHASSIS 
 
Start by folding the side frames (parts 1 & 2) at 90° along the half etched lines, emboss the half-etched dimples in the side 
frames to make the rivet detail. If you are fitting the small vacuum tank remove the half-etched brackets (for the large tank) 
which are on the lower edge of each frame. Check that the bearings fit in appropriate slots (Fig. 2) carefully opening the slots 
with a needle file if necessary and solder the rear pin-point bearings in place. Emboss the rivets in the hornguide ties before 
folding them over with the fold lines on the outside. Fold up the brackets for the front brake cross shaft, strengthening the 
folds with a fillet of solder. 
      
Emboss the rivets on the well tank (part 3), fold up along the half-etched lines and solder the seams. Do not fold over the plate 
for attaching the small vacuum tank yet.  
 
Construct the compensation beam by soldering the two halves (part 5) together. The height of the beam needs increasing by 
adding a small 'foot' of scrap .012" brass (from the fret) to each end of the beam. Cut the piece of 1/16" brass tubing to fit 
between the sides of the well tank and solder the beam on it, centrally. Fit the beam inside the well tank using the piece of 
1/16" brass wire as the pivot. 
 
If you are fitting the small vacuum tank attach it now using the straps (part 22), before folding over the mounting plate and 
soldering it in position. 
      
Attach the plate (part 18) to the front of the water scoop casting, first bending it through approximately 10° along the half-
etched line. Fold down the brackets for the rear scoop cross shaft and solder in place the bracket overlay (part 19). Now attach 
the water scoop to the well tank and add the stays from 0.45mm wire passing them through the holes in the front plate and 
the slots in the well tank bottom and attaching them to the scoop at the rear aligning them with the grooves in the scoop 
casting. Add the scoop cross shaft from 0.45mm wire and fit part 14 at the same time. 
 
Make up the wheelsets carefully setting the back to back measurement with a gauge. Assemble the side frames and the well 
tank bolting them together with 10 BA bolts & nuts through the holes at the front and back. Check that the assembly is square 
and that the top surface of the assembly is flat. Remove one of the front bolts, pivot the frames apart, fit the wheelsets and 
refit the bolt. Now check that the compensation works properly and that the chassis is level. The height can be adjusted by 
filing the ends of the compensation beam or by adding a further extra 'foot' and the side play on the centre axle can be limited 
by using the washers (part 25).     
 
When you are satisfied with the mechanical performance of the chassis carefully solder the sideframes to the well tank, 
avoiding soldering the bolts, then remove the bolts and complete the soldering. 
 
Modify the front plate (part 4) as shown in Fig. 10 and fold up the scoop cross shaft bracket before soldering the plate in 
position. 
 
Complete the scoop operating mechanism by assembling parts 13, 14, 16 & 17 as shown in Fig.1. Assemble the front brake 
cross shaft as in Fig.1 using parts 10, 11 & 12. Don't solder the pull rod levers (part 10) to the cross shaft yet. 
 



BEFORE PROCEEDING ANY FURTHER WITH THE CHASSIS, THE BASIC BODY SHELL MUST BE CONSTRUCTED AS DESCRIBED IN 
SECTION 3. 
 
Solder together the 3 pieces (part 20) to make the vacuum pipe drip trap. Drill out the small holes on either side to fit 0.7mm 
wire. 
 
Construct the vacuum and steam heating pipes as shown in Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9. 
 
If using the original twin brake hangers, solder the brake shoes (part 7) together, back to back, and solder them between the 
hangers (part 6) using 0.45mm wire as pins. Solder the hangers in place suspending them from pieces of 0.45mm wire as in Fig. 
1. Check the clearance between the brake shoes and the wheels making any necessary adjustments. Using 0.45mm wire as 
cross shafts, fit the pull rods (parts 8 & 9) and attach them to part 10 using pieces of 0.45mm wire as pins with part 9 inside 
part 8.  
 
If using the later cast type hanger (etch T3-BB) solder the two halves of the brake hanger/block assemblies (parts 1 and 2) and 
solder the brake pin retainers (part 3) in place on the outside of each. Solder the hangers in place suspending them from pieces 
of 0.45mm wire as in Fig. 1. Check the clearance between the brake shoes and the wheels making any necessary adjustments. 
After opening out the holes in the pull rods for the cross shafts to clear 0.6mm, using 0.6mm wire as cross shafts, fit the pull 
rods (parts 8 & 9) and attach them to part 10 using pieces of 0.45mm wire as pins with part 9 inside part 8. 
 
Form the sand pipe from 0.45mm wire and attach it through the hole in part 4. If appropriate fit the large vacuum tank now 
between the brackets and make the pipe from the tank from 0.7mm wire. 
 
Lastly attach the axlebox castings using the castings with the rear slot on the centre and front axles so that the bearings are 
free to move. It is important, because of the tight clearance under the valence, to make sure the castings fit flush with the 
frames. 
 
SECTION 3:  CONSTRUCTING THE BODY 
 
Fold up the sides of front step treads on the footplate (part 27), as in Fig, 11, Now fold up, at right angles, the two tabs on 
either side of the coal space. Solder a 10 BA nut above the body mounting holes at the back and front of the footplate. 
 
If your tender is to have the original, short, coal plates then remove the coal plate brackets from the tank former (part 28). 
Fold up the tank former taking care that the coal plate brackets, if not removed, are not bent. Solder the front of the tanks 
around the outside of the former top. 
 
Solder the tank top overlay (part 29) to the tank former. Drill out holes from inside the tank for water filler, dome, vents, water 
level gauge and fire iron bracket having first determined from Figs. 13,14 & 15 which holes are appropriate and using the holes 
in the former as a guide. 
   
Ensure that the sides and end of the tank former are bent at 90 degrees to the top and that the footplate is flat before fitting 
the tank former to the footplate, with the tabs through the appropriate slots. Solder together. Bend down the sloping rear of 
the coal space (the bend should be curved not sharp) and solder to the footplate and the coal space sides. 
 
Emboss the rivets for the rear step brackets on the sides/end etch (part 30 flush riveted or T3-RO part 1 snap head riveted). 
Carefully form the flare in the sides/back by bending around a rod of suitable diameter (the radius of the flare is 8” on the 
prototype) and using the flare gauge (part 95 or TB-RO part 3 or 4). The radius of the rear corners is 4” on the prototype. Form 
the rear corners in the sides/back wrapper (the holes for the handrails are on the centre of the bend) round a suitable diameter 
rod (I used a 2.3mm drill) and then solder it to the tank former. This requires plenty of heat and flux.  
 
This section should be left until all other soldering is complete to avoid the possibility of a meltdown! Carefully curve to shape 
the small 'fingers' at the corners, fill the gaps with solder and then file to shape. I have found low melt solder works best after 
first tinning the area with ordinary solder.  
 
If the later type coal plates (part 63) are to be fitted shape the coal plate brackets and solder them to the flare and add the 
three forward brackets (part 64) locating them in the small notches in the tank top overlay. If the early type coal plates (part 
62) are being used, then fit three brackets (part 64) on each side as shown in Figs. 11 & 13. Now fit the coal plates.         
 
Emboss the rivets in parts 31 & 33 and fold them to shape.  
 



Solder in place the front quadrant plates (parts 50, 51), locating them in the slots in the footplate, together with parts 31 & 33. 
Fit parts 32 & 34.  
      
Fit the raised footplate supports (part 53) locating them in the slots in the footplate. Depending on the height of footplate 
chosen, the raised footplate (part 52) will need shortening along its back edge until it fits in place with the rearmost section 
horizontal and lower than the front.     
 
File flush any projecting tabs on the underside of the footplate. Emboss the two rivets on the coupling hook base on part 36 
and then solder it to part 35. Solder together the two coupling hook laminations (part 92) and attach to the rear bufferbeam. 
Solder the rear bufferbeam in place allowing the footplate to overhang very slightly.  Solder the front bufferbeam overlay (part 
36) to part 37 and then solder the complete front bufferbeam in place. 
 
Fold the valences (parts 69 & 71) to make an angle section and solder on the valence overlays (parts 70 & 72). Note the overlays 
are handed - see the rivet pattern. Now solder the valences in place locating the tabs in the slots in the footplate. 
 
Bend at 90° the sides of the front steps (parts 73 & 74). Solder the overlays (parts 75 & 76) to the steps and attach them behind 
the valence. Similarly attach the rear steps (parts 77, 78, 79 & 80). Check the fit of the body with the chassis and the alignment 
of the fixing holes. Form the step treads (parts 81, 82, 83 & 84) as in Fig.11 and solder in position. Fit part 85. 
 
The alternate positions of the rear coal plate (part 39 or 40 - laminate back to back) are marked on the tank top overlay by 
small 'nicks' in the sides. Using these marks attach the rear coal plate with the riveted edge to the rear. The positions of the 
front coal plates (parts 41 & 42) for the early type tender are marked in the same way. The front coal plates on the later type 
tender (parts 43 & 44) are attached to the rear of the toolboxes. First emboss the rivets and then fold them to shape each fold 
being through 30°. 
         
Form the appropriate fire iron tray (parts 45 & 46) into a shallow 'U' section and fold the rear plate at 90°. First emboss two 
rivets on part 46. Solder the spacers (part 47) into the half-etched slots and attach the complete tray as in Fig. 13 or Fig. 14.  
 
Fix the brake and water scoop standards in place and attach the brackets 60 & 61. Fold the handrail brackets (parts 57 & 58) 
along the half-etched line and strengthen the fold with a fillet of solder. Using the brackets (and part 59 if appropriate) attach 
handrails from 0.45mm wire. 
 
The remaining parts can now be fitted. The following notes should be used. 

Emboss rivets on part 66 before forming to shape. 

The hybrid filler/dome in Fig. 14 can be made by suitably modifying parts 65 & 66. 

Rear handrails from 0.45mm wire. 

Handles for brake and scoop standards are made from 0.3mm wire. 

Emboss two rivets on part 49 before attaching 

Emboss rivets on lamp brackets before folding to shape. 

The lower brackets are attached to the bufferbeam. 

Align vacuum pipe with notch in rear of footplate. For later 'crossed' vacuum and steam pipes file similar notch on left 
side. 

Steam heating pipe fits in bracket under buffer beam. Remove unwanted bracket. 

Steam heating pipe tap handle (part 94) fits on the lower spigot on the casting. 

The small brackets (part 89) fold along the narrow slots before being attached against the toolboxes. 

The weather sheet supports (part 91) are fixed inside the coal plates, at the front. 

Parts 54, 55 & 56 are attached as in Fig.16 

Right side large vent needs a flat filing on its base so that it fits against the side. 
  
 
  



COMPONENT DESCRIPTION - 0.012" BRASS   
1 Frame - left side 56 Bracket - pine board to toolbox - right 

2 Frame - right side 57 Bracket - front handrail to side - left 

3 Well tank 58 Bracket - front handrail to side - right 

4 Front plate 59 Bracket - front handrail to top of side - (2) 

5 Compensation beam - (2) 60 Bracket - scoop standard to tank 

6 Brake hangers - (12) 61 Bracket - brake standard to tank 

7 Brake shoes - (12) 62 Side coal plate - early type - short - (2) 

8 Brake pull rods - (2) 63 Side coal plate - later type - long - (2) 

9 Brake pull rods - front, - (2) 64 Bracket - side coal plate - (8) 

10 Lever - brake pull rod to cross shaft - (4) 65 Combined water filler/scoop fountain base 

11 Lever - brake cylinder to cross shaft - (2) 66 Combined water filler/scoop fountain wrapper 

12 Lever - brake standard to cross shaft - (2) 67 Combined water filler/scoop fountain top 

13 Water scoop actuating lever (long) 68 Water pickup dome base 

14 Lever - front scoop cross shaft to scoop standard - (2) 69 Footplate valence - left 

15 Lever - rear scoop cross shaft to scoop 70 Footplate valence overlay - left 

16 Lever - between part 13 and front scoop cross shaft - (2) 71 Footplate valence - right 

17 Lever - between part 13 and rear scoop cross shaft 72 Footplate valence overlay - right 

18 Water scoop front plate 73 Front step - left 

19 Water scoop bracket overlay 74 Front step - right 

20 Vacuum pipe drip trap - (3 pieces) 75 Front step overlay - left 

21 Vacuum pipe rear bracket 76 Front step overlay - right 

22 Vacuum tank, strap - (2) 77 Rear step - left 

23 Pipe bracket - from frame - (2) 78 Rear step - right 

24 Pipe bracket - from well tank 79 Rear step overlay - left 

25 Washer - 2mm 80 Rear step overlay - right 

26 Washer - 10 BA 81 Front step tread - lower - (2) 

27 Footplate 82 Front step tread - upper - (2) 

28 Tank former 83 Rear step tread - lower - (2) 

29 Tank top overlay 84 Rear step tread - upper - (2) 

30 Sides/back 85 Step - tank rear - (2) 

31 Sand box - left side 86 Lamp bracket upper 

32 Sand box top - left side 87 Lamp bracket lower - outer - (2) 

33 Casing - right side 88 Lamp bracket lower - centre 

34 Casing top - right side 89 Bracket - toolbox to tank top - (3) 

35 Rear buffer beam 90 Padlock - toolbox - (2) 

36 Rear buffer beam overlay 91 Weather sheet support - (2) 

37 Front buffer beam 92 Coupling hook lamination - (2) 

38 Front buffer beam overlay 93 Screw coupling 

39 Rear coal plate - early type - (2) 94 Steam heating pipe tap handle 

40 Rear coal plate - later type - (2) 95 Jig for side plate flare 

41 Front quadrant coal plate - early type - left   

42 Front quadrant coal plate - early type - right BRASSMASTERS COMPONENTS 0.012” BRASS 

43 Toolbox coal plate - left  

44 Toolbox coal plate - right T3-RO GW 3500 Gallon Riveted Overlay 

45 Fire iron tray - early type 1 Riveted sides/back 

46 Fire iron tray - later type 2 Step tank back for riveted tender 

47 Fire iron tray spacers - (2) 3 Gauge for sideplate flare – external 

48 Fire iron bracket 4 Gauge for sideplate flare – internal 

49 Fire iron bracket base   

50 Front beaded quadrant plate - left T3-BB GW Cast brake hangers 

51 Front beaded quadrant plate - right 1 Left hand brake hanger and brake block (6) 

52 Raised footplate 2 Right hand brake hanger and brake block (6) 

53 Raised footplate supports - 3 heights - (4) 3 Brake pin retainer (6) 

54 Pine board - (2)   .   

55 Bracket - pine board to toolbox - left   

 



 



WHITEMETAL CASTINGS 

W1 Axlebox & spring - hole at rear - early curved spring - (2) 

W2 Axlebox § spring - slot at rear - early curved spring - (4) 

W3 Axlebox & spring - hole at rear - later straight spring - (2) 

W4 Axlebox it spring - slot at rear - later straight spring — (4) 

W5 Toolbox - small -  early type - left 

W6 Toolbox — small ~~ early type - right 

W7 Toolbox - larger - later type - (2) ; 

W8 Water filler 

W9 Water pickup dome 

W10 Water pickup scoop 

W11 Water level gauge - early type 

W12 Water level gauge - later type 

W13 Tank vent - early type - (2) 

W14 Tank vent - later type - (2) 

W15 Sandbox lid 

W16 Brake/scoop standard - (2) 

W17 Vacuum tank - early type 

W18 Vacuum tank - later type 

W19 Water feed valve handle - left 

W20 Water feed valve handle - right 

W21 Vacuum release valve 

W22 Front buffer - (2) 

W23 Rear buffer housing - early Dean type - (2) 

W24 Rear buffer housing - later Collett type - (2) 

W25 Vacuum pipe 

W26 Steam heating pipe 

  

OTHER COMPONENTS 

2mm bore clearance small top hat bearing - (2) 

Pinpoint bearing - (4) 

Brass 10 BA screw - (2) 

Brass 10 BA nut - (2) 

1/16" brass wire for compensation beam pivot 

1/16" inside diameter brass tube for compensation beam 

Handrail knob - (4) 

Brass wire 0.33mm 

Brass wire 0.45mm 

Brass wire 0.7mm 

Brass wire 0 .9mm 

Buffer shanks, bushes & springs - (2) 

 

COMPONENTS NOT SUPPLIED 

Wheels (6) 

(prototype - 4' 1" diameter - 12 spoke) 

   - Ultrascale 

   - Alan Gibson 

   - Markits 

Pinpoint axle (2) 

Plain extended axle 

 

 
  



 



 



 


